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libido into the necessary activity. In the buffalo dances of
the Taos Pueblos, the dancers represent both hunters and
game. Through the excitement and pleasure of the dance
the libido is brought over into the form of hunting activity.
The needful pleasure of the dance is produced by rhythmic
drumming, and the stimulating songs of the old men who
direct the whole ceremony. It is well known that old people
live in their memories and love to speak of their former deeds ;
this ' warms' them. Warmth ' kindles', and thus the old
men in a sense give the first impulse to the dance; i.e. the
mimetic ceremony the aim of which is to accustom the young
men to the chase and to prepare them for it psychologically.
Similar 'rites d'entr'te are reported from many primitive
tribes.1 A classical example is the Atninga ceremony of the *
Aruntas. It consists in first stirring to anger the members of
the tribe who are summoned for an expedition of revenge.
This is accomplished by the leader tying the hair of the man
to be avenged to the mouth and penis of the man who is to
be made angry. At the same time the leader kneels on the
man and embraces him as if performing the sexual act with
him.2 It is understood that by this means "the bowels
of the man will be made to burn with desire to avenge the
murder ". The ceremony obviously serves to bring about an
intimate acquaintanceship of each individual with the
murdered man, and thus each is made to wish to avenge
the dead.
The great circumstantial detail with which such ceremonies
are often carried out shows how much is needed to divert the
libido from its natural river-bed of daily custom into an
unaccustomed activity. Modern reason thinks this can be
achieved by a mere decision of the will, and thatwe thus escape
all need of magical ceremonies. This largely explains why
1 A comprehensive summary is to be found in Le*vy-Briihl's
Les fonctions mentaks dans les sociltes inftrieures, pp. 262 ff.
* See picture, p. 560, Spencer and Gillen, Northern Tribes of Central
Australia.

